
CONTENT &
PAID TRAFFIC



(Content that does not require payment or contact 
information to gain access)

(Content that does require payment or contact 
information to gain access)

Two types of content are needed to convert cold 
audiences into warm prospects.

TIP
This is a critical stage in 
the Customer Journey. 

Cold content is used 
to begin the transition 
of your prospects into 
buyers.

1.

2.

TYPES OF 
COLD CONTENT



Blog Posts/Articles
Videos
Podcasts

UNGATED CONTENT

TIP
A podcast can be one 
of the most effective 
ways to reach new 
cold audiences. 

Un-gated content is freely available and allows the 
prospect to engage with the brand with no commitment.

TYPES OF 
COLD CONTENT



TIP
You can still create 
ungated content that 
provides tremendous 
value and isn’t set up 
for conversion, but 
you should also be 
creating content that 
is designed to move 
prospects from cold to 
warm.

Begin with the .

Choose the .

Edit for .

Give it “ .”

1.

2.

3.

4.

4 STEPS TO UNGATED
CONTENT THAT CONVERTS



Begin with the action you desire from the person consuming the content. Starting with the 
ending action that you want them to take will inform the topic of the content that you need 
to create.

STEP 1: BEGIN WITH THE END

What is the end result that you want your prospect to take?

UNGATED CONTENT THAT CONVERTS



What does the prospect need to believe/learn/know before they will take this desired action?

What barriers must the prospect overcome before they will take the desired action?

What is the prospect researching before they take the desired action?

STEP 2: CHOOSE THE TOPIC
UNGATED CONTENT THAT CONVERTS



That they can run a marathon. A time barrier to train for the 
marathon.

The equipment needed to run 
a marathon.

EXAMPLE COLD CONTENT TOPICS

MUST BELIEVE MUST OVERCOME

MARATHON RUNNER

RESEARCHING

Article addressing the 
question if they are ready to 

run a marathon.

Article addressing the how to 
run a marathon with almost 

no training.

Article outlining the ten must 
have’s to effectively run a 

marathon.

CONTENT CONTENT CONTENT



Consumption is key. You can drive traffic to your content but if they don’t stick around to 
consume, then they won’t get the value or the introduction to your brand. There are four 
critical elements of consumption that you must edit for after you produce your piece.

STEP 3: EDIT FOR CONSUMPTION
UNGATED CONTENT THAT CONVERTS

The .

The .

The .

The .

1.

2.

3.

4.



THE HEADLINE TIP
Transitions are stop 
signs. Make sure 
that you use them 
to smoothly move 
someone through your 
content.

Clear, not . 

The headline should be...

Complete, but not . 

Compelling, but not . 

 Use , , , & 
to make your content consumable. 

1.

2.

3.

The job of the headline is to get the first sentence read. It 
is a promise that the content should deliver on. The first 
sentence should be short, punchy, and curiosity-based. 



All of your blog articles, videos, and podcasts must have a business purpose.

Be sure to:

STEP 4: GIVE IT TEETH
UNGATED CONTENT THAT CONVERTS

Set  and  with a relevant offer.

Make a relevant  from within the content.

1.

2.



Reports/White Papers
Templates/Cheat Sheets
Webinars

TIP
Gated content should 
be delivered on a 
focused squeeze page 
that has no “leaks” or 
distractions for the 
prospect to leave to.

Gated Content is similar to ungated and  it is created in the 
same way, but instead of being freely available, it is offered 
via a squeeze page to gather contact information.

GATED CONTENT

TYPES OF 
WARM CONTENT



Product Demonstrations
Comparisons
Customer Stories

TIP
Keep the Hero’s 
Journey in mind when 
creating your content. 

The customer is always 
the hero, while you 
are just the guide that 
leads them.Hot content is content that is created to convert and ascend 

your prospect. The goal is to help the prospect make an 
informed buying decision.

GATED CONTENT

TYPES OF 
HOT CONTENT
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